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Background

The Fact Guide

The Canadian Inter@ctive Reid Report is the largest,
most comprehensive and authoritative source of
its kind about Internet trends in Canada.

This Canadian Inter@ctive Reid Report Fact Guide
is only a sample of the wealth of insight into the
fast-moving online world. In order to remain on top
of current and future trends, we at Ipsos Reid have
been tracking Canadians and their Internet usage and
behaviours since 1995.

The results are based on two separate quarterly
data collection instruments. In the first, 1,000 web
users from Ipsos Reid’s Canadian Internet Panel are
surveyed online. Results are complemented by a
further 1,000 interviews via telephone with Canadian
adults in order to verify results of the panel, and
to track issues among non-Internet users. These data
are statistically weighted to reflect the population
proportions of regular online users by online expertise
and regional distribution. All results included in this
fact sheet are from 2006 reports.
With a national sample of 1,000 (for each component),
one can say with 95% certainty that the overall
results are within a maximum of ±3.1 percentage
points of what they would have been had the entire
population of Canada’s regular online users been
surveyed. The margin of error will be larger for
sub-groupings of the survey population.
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To gain more insight into these topics and other special
features on our Canadian Inter@ctive Reid Report,
please contact:
Steve Mossop
President
Market Research Canada West
Tel: 604.257.3200
steve.mossop@ipsos-reid.com
Scott Patton
Senior Research Manager
Market Research Canada West
Tel: 204.949.2843
scott.patton@ipsos-reid.com
www.ipsos.ca

About Ipsos Reid

The 2006 Canadian
Inter@ctive Reid Report
Fact Guide
The Definitive Resource on
Canadians and the Internet

Ipsos Reid is Canada’s market intelligence leader, the country’s
leading provider of public opinion research, and research partner for
loyalty and forecasting and modelling insights. With operations in
eight cities, Ipsos Reid employs more than 600 research professionals
and support staff in Canada. The company has the biggest network
of telephone call centres in the country, as well as the largest
pre-recruited household and online panels. Ipsos Reid’s marketing
research and public affairs practices offer the premier suite of research
vehicles in Canada, all of which provide clients with actionable
and relevant information. Staffed with seasoned research consultants
with extensive industry-specific backgrounds, Ipsos Reid offers
syndicated information or custom solutions across key sectors of the
Canadian economy, including consumer packaged goods, financial
services, automotive, retail, and technology & telecommunications.
Ipsos Reid is an Ipsos company, a leading global survey-based
market research group.
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Canadians Online

Online Activities

Email Overload

• 84% of Canadians have access to the Internet from any location.

• The most popular online activities include conducting bank
transactions (62%), researching trips (60%) and comparison
shopping (52%).

• In 2006, Canadian Internet users received on average
206 emails per week. Of this, 121 are unsolicited emails.
This is a 41% increase from 2005 (86 unsolicited emails).

• 51% of Canadian web users search for or view real estate
online while 33% visit homes for sale that were first found
on the Internet.

• On average, online Canadians open 117 emails from home,
49 emails from work and 5 emails elsewhere.

• 75% have access from home.
• 74% of those with Internet access at home have high-speed
connections.
• Wireless Internet access has grown to 23% of Canadians.
• BC has the highest level of Internet access (92%) followed by
Alberta and the Atlantic (NFLD, PEI, NS, NB) at 85% each.

• 48% of online Canadians listen to Internet radio, 42% use
online photo services and 36% visit blogs.

Household Internet Access

Online Activities

n =1,000 National Sample of Canadian Adults

(Percentage of respondents)
Source: Canadian Inter@ctive Reid Report Q4 2006
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• 61% of Canadians aged 55 and older have access to
the Internet while 88% of younger Canadians aged 18
to 54 have access.
• In a typical week, older Canadians spend 8.7 hours online
compared to younger Canadians who spend 13.3 hours online.
• Younger Canadians are nearly three times more likely than
older Canadians to report their internet knowledge and
experience as expert or very skilled (35% vs.13%).

A Snapshot of the Inbox
n =1,070 Canadian Internet users
Total number of weekly emails received
206
Number of emails opened from home
117
Number of emails opened from work
49
Number of weekly unsolicited emails received

17%
16%
15%
14%

121
Number of unsolicited emails opened

4%
3%
2%
0

Source: Canadian Inter@ctive Reid Report Q3 2006

In 2006, an additional 400 interviews were conducted
with Canadians aged 55 and older for a special report on
Older Canadians and the Internet.

• 44% of Internet Canadians agree with the statement
“I can hardly keep up with all the email that I receive”
(12% strongly agree and 32% somewhat agree).

n = 888 Canadian Adults with Internet Access
Conducted online banking transactions
Researched trip online
Comparison shopped
Searched for/viewed real estate
Purchased a product or service directly online
Researched courses, schools, degrees or diplomas
Listened to Internet radio
Used the Internet at work for personal reasons
Used online photo service
Purchased element of travel online
Downloaded MP3 file for free
Visited a blog
Visited home for sale first found online
Played poker online for fun
Downloaded MP3 file for a fee
Taken a course directly online
Bought/sold investments
Earned a degree/diploma/certificate online
Played poker online for money
Placed a sports wager online for money

Age Gap Remains Wide

• Only 3 unsolicited emails are opened per Internet user
during an average week.
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Online Shopping Habits
• The percentage of Internet-enabled Canadians who shop
online remains constant (56% in 2006, 57% in 2005 and
56% in 2004).
• The average amount spent by online shoppers during
the 2006 holiday season ($324) is higher than the average
amount spent in 2005 ($289) and in 2004 ($228).
• Key online gift purchases in 2006 included books (42%),
DVDs /movies (29%) and clothing (25%).
• Electronic gift purchases included toys /computer games
(24%), TV’s /wireless telephones /MP3 players (14%),
computer hardware (7%) and computer software (7%).

Email Marketing
• 79% of online Canadians voluntarily registered with a
website to receive permission-based mail-outs in 2006.
• Average number of sites registered is 8.4 which is a
slight increase from 8.2 in 2005.
• 46% of those registered receive emails from entertainment
websites, 36% receive emails from travel websites and
33% receive emails from e-commerce or retail websites.
• 66% of those registered to receive emails enter the
contests of advertisers and 62% click through to the sites.

• Compared to 2005, CDs /music is the online gift purchase that
experienced the greatest increase (doubled from 11.5% to 23%).
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its kind about Internet trends in Canada.
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is only a sample of the wealth of insight into the
fast-moving online world. In order to remain on top
of current and future trends, we at Ipsos Reid have
been tracking Canadians and their Internet usage and
behaviours since 1995.

The results are based on two separate quarterly
data collection instruments. In the first, 1,000 web
users from Ipsos Reid’s Canadian Internet Panel are
surveyed online. Results are complemented by a
further 1,000 interviews via telephone with Canadian
adults in order to verify results of the panel, and
to track issues among non-Internet users. These data
are statistically weighted to reflect the population
proportions of regular online users by online expertise
and regional distribution. All results included in this
fact sheet are from 2006 reports.
With a national sample of 1,000 (for each component),
one can say with 95% certainty that the overall
results are within a maximum of ±3.1 percentage
points of what they would have been had the entire
population of Canada’s regular online users been
surveyed. The margin of error will be larger for
sub-groupings of the survey population.
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features on our Canadian Inter@ctive Reid Report,
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The 2006 Canadian
Inter@ctive Reid Report
Fact Guide
The Definitive Resource on
Canadians and the Internet

Ipsos Reid is Canada’s market intelligence leader, the country’s
leading provider of public opinion research, and research partner for
loyalty and forecasting and modelling insights. With operations in
eight cities, Ipsos Reid employs more than 600 research professionals
and support staff in Canada. The company has the biggest network
of telephone call centres in the country, as well as the largest
pre-recruited household and online panels. Ipsos Reid’s marketing
research and public affairs practices offer the premier suite of research
vehicles in Canada, all of which provide clients with actionable
and relevant information. Staffed with seasoned research consultants
with extensive industry-specific backgrounds, Ipsos Reid offers
syndicated information or custom solutions across key sectors of the
Canadian economy, including consumer packaged goods, financial
services, automotive, retail, and technology & telecommunications.
Ipsos Reid is an Ipsos company, a leading global survey-based
market research group.
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